MATTIA BONFIGLIO
Communication is very important. You can communicate in so many ways. My favourite are facebook, twitter, blogging and the morse code.

FIORELLA CAPUTO
We can use computer communication to chat with other people of the world in different languages to discuss about global problems.

MONICA CESARIO
Social network like FB and twitter are the most popular global media that teenagers use to chat with their friends and share general info.

SAMUELE CESARIO
Communication had an important development. In the history many people created means of communication, for example Facebook and Twitter.

ANNAROSA FERRARO
Communication has had an important development over time: in the past, man created paintings and now we’ve computers and social networks.
MARIANGELA GRECO

In the past people communicated through pictograms. Now FB and Twitter allow you to stay in touch with your friends swapping messages.

LINA GIUDICE

We have never had as many means of being connected, means of reaching out as today: a tweet to be in contact with the world.

LORENZA IMPROTA

Today teenagers can talk by computers and telephones. These ways are normal for us but in the past man had a big imagination to create them.

MARIO LETTIERI

In the past man communicated through pictograms and heliographs. Today we use twitter, facebook or newspapers to communicate.

FRANCESCO MASSIMINO

The various forms of communication connect all the world. There are many ways to communicate, for example the internet or facebook.

NOEMI MINARDI

Now we’ve a lot of means to communicate with our friends. It’s a world revolution but, for me, the best way to communicate is face to face!

ELVIRA NICOLETTI

Communication is the exchange of thoughts. In the past, man used paintings in the caves; later he used papers and telephones and now twitter
SUSY PORCO

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube are the sites that teenagers use to communicate with their friends and watch videos.

GIUSEPPE RAGUSA

The first form of communication was a cave painting in France, during 30,000 B.C. The development was very fast. Today we have internet.

ANDREA SASSU

Communication is important and has developed over the years. In the years 1999, 2004, 2005, 2006 there were many inventions.